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Abstract
The classical results of Magnus on one-relator groups (such as the Freiheitssatz and the solv-
ability of the generalized word problem for Magnus subgroups) are generalized to some (nitely
presented groups whose relators are constructed inductively. The diagrammatic asphericity of
such group presentations is also proven. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 20F05; 20F06; 20F32; secondary 57M20
In [4], the authors found it essential to use the fact that certain two-relator groups
are diagrammatically aspherical. The present paper is an outgrowth of work done to
prove this fact and generalizes several classical results about one-relator groups to an
inductively de(ned class of (nitely presented groups.
Let A be an alphabet, R be a cyclically reduced word in A±1 =A ∪A−1 and
G = 〈A ||R〉 (1)
be a one-relator group. According to Magnus’ classical theorems (see [7,6]) if a ∈A
occurs in R±1 then the subgroup 〈A\{a}〉 of G generated by all letters of A but a is
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freely generated by A\{a} and if B⊆(A\{a}) is a recursive subset then there exists
an algorithm which, given a word W in A±1, determines whether or not W ∈ 〈B〉
and, if so, (nds a word V in B±1 such that W = V in G.
Lyndon (see [5,6,1]) showed that if R is not a proper power in the free group F(A)
over A, then the presentation (1) is aspherical (that is, 	2(KG) = 0, where KG is the
2-complex with a single vertex associated with (1) in the standard way). In addition,
Lyndon [6] proved that for every cyclically reduced word R the presentation (1) is
diagrammatically aspherical (see Section 1 for the de(nition of this concept).
In this article we will generalize these results to some (nitely presented groups ob-
tained by means of the following inductive construction. Let A0;A1; : : : ;An be disjoint
alphabets and R0 be a cyclically reduced word in A±10 . Suppose that cyclically reduced
words R0; R1; : : : ; Ri; 0 ≤ i¡n, over
⋃i
t=0A
±1
t are already constructed and
Ri ≡ ai;1ai;2 : : : ai;‘i ; (2)
where ai;1; ai;2; : : : ; ai;‘i ∈
⋃i
t=0A
±1
t and the sign “≡” means literal (letter-by-letter)
equality of words. Let
i+1: {1; 2; : : : ; ‘i} →A±1i+1 ∪ {1}
be a function such that the following property holds:
(P) Not all i+1(s); s= 1; : : : ; ‘i, are 1 and if both ai;k ; ai; k+1 ∈
⋃i−1
t=0A
±1
t (subscripts
k; k + 1 mod ‘i) then i+1(k) = 1.
Then Ri+1 is de(ned as follows:
Ri+1 ≡ ai1i+1(1)ai2i+1(2) : : : ai‘i i+1(‘i):
Informally, Ri+1 is obtained from Ri by inserting letters of A±1i+1 somewhere between
consecutive letters of the cyclic word Ri so that if we do insert then one of the
consecutive letters must be in A±1i .
Consider a group G(n) given by all relations R0 = R1 = · · ·= Rn = 1:
G(n) = 〈A ||R0; R1; : : : ; Rn〉: (3)
Now we extend Magnus’ classical results on one-relator groups to the groups G(n)
in the following.
Theorem 1. Suppose G(n) is given by the presentation (3); where R = R0 is not a
proper power in the free group F(A0); and a0 ∈ A0; : : : ; an ∈ An are letters such
that a0; : : : ; an occur in R±10 ; : : : ; R
±1
n ; respectively. Then the following are true:
(a) The subgroup 〈⋃nj=0Aj \ {a0; : : : ; an}〉 is freely generated by the set
n⋃
j=0
Aj \ {a0; : : : ; an}:
(b) If B⊆⋃nj=0Aj \ {a0; : : : ; an} is recursive then there exists an algorithm which
decides whether a word W of F(
⋃n
j=0Aj) lies in the subgroup 〈B〉 of G(n) and;
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if so; ;nds a word V over B±1 such that W =V in G(n). In particular; the word
problem is solvable in G(n).
Curiously, our proof of Theorem 1 fails for periodic words R= R0 and it would be
of interest to (nd an alternative approach suitable for periodic relators. We will also
prove that the group G(n) given by (3) is diagrammatically aspherical provided R is
not periodic. Note that it follows from Howie’s results [2] that G(n) is aspherical and
locally indicable (recall a group G is locally indicable if every nontrivial (nitely gener-
ated subgroup of G admits an epimorphism to an in(nite cyclic group). However, this
does not imply that G(n) is diagrammatically aspherical (which is false for aspherical
groups in general) and, for example, this property of G(1) plays a crucial role in the
proof of the main result of [4].
By a disk map M we mean as in [6,8] a (nite, planar, connected and simply
connected simplicial 2-complex. Similarly, a spherical map is a (nite 2-complex which
is located on a 2-sphere and has no boundary. The 0-, 1-, 2-cells of M are called the
vertices, edges and cells of M , respectively.
Let
G = 〈A ||R〉 (4)
be a group presentation where, as above, A is an alphabet and R is the set of de(ning
relators R ∈ R of G which are nonempty cyclically reduced words over A±1.
A disk (spherical) diagram  over G given by (4) is a disk (respectively, spherical)
map that is equipped with a labeling function  from the set of oriented edges of 
to the alphabet A±1 such that:
(L1) If (e) = a, then (e−1) = a−1.
(L2) If  is a cell in  and @=e1 : : : ek is the boundary cycle of , where e1; : : : ; ek
are oriented edges, then (@) = (e1) : : : (ek) is a cyclic permutation of R,
where =±1; R ∈ R.
It is convenient to (x the positive (counterclockwise) orientation for the boundary
@ of a cell  in  and the negative (clockwise) orientation for the boundary @ (if
any) of the diagram .
If e is an oriented edge in a diagram  then e−; e+ will denote the initial, terminal
vertices of e, respectively.
Let e be an oriented edge, 1; 2 cells in a diagram , and e ∈ @1; e−1 ∈ @2.
The cells 1; 2 in  are said to be a reducible pair provided the label (@1|e−)
of the (oriented) boundary @1|e− starting at e− is graphically (= letter-by-letter)
equal to (@2|e−)−1. A diagram  over (4) is termed reduced provided  con-
tains no reducible pairs of cells. The group G given by the presentation (4) is called
diagrammatically aspherical if there are no reduced spherical diagrams over (4)
with cells.
Let W be a word over A±1. By @W denote |W | − k, where |W | is the length of W
and k is the number of letters of A that occur in W±1. Clearly, @W ≥ 0. This “adjusted
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length” of a word will be the parameter of the induction carried out in Lemmas 1 and
2 below.
Note that Theorem 2 and Lemma 1 are proved in [6] for one-relator groups with
weaker de(nitions of reducible pairs and corresponding diagrammatic asphericity (in
which cells 1; 2 form a reducible pair if there are vertices o1 ∈ @1; o2 ∈ @2 so
that (@1|o1 ) ≡ (@2|o2 ) and there is a simple path t such that t−=o1; t+=o2 and
(t) = 1 in F(A); for more subtle de(nitions of reducible pairs see [3,8]).
Theorem 2. Suppose G(n) is given by the presentation (3) and R=R0 is not a proper
power. Then G(n) is diagrammatically aspherical.
Lemma 1. Suppose  is a reduced disk diagram over G(0) given by (3) such that
(@) omits both b±1; where b ∈A occurs in either R±10 . Then  has no cells.
Proof. We proceed by induction on @R0. If @R0 =0 then the claim is obvious. Assume
@R0 ¿ 0.
Let  :G(0)→ Z be a homomorphism. Rename a ∈A0 by a(0); A0 by A0(0) and
consider disjoint alphabets A0(i); i ∈ Z. Let x be a new letter and let us introduce the
new relations
xa(i)x−1 = a(i + 1); (5)
where a(i) ∈A0(i). Denote
R0 ≡ a11 : : : a‘‘ ;
where a1; : : : ; a‘ ∈A0; 1; : : : ; ‘ ∈ {±1}, and consider the word
(a1(0)x (a1))1 : : : (a‘(0)x (a‘))‘ : (6)
Using relations (5), one can pull all x’s through the word (6) toward the right end
and thus, by virtue of
∑‘
i=1  (ai)i = 0, get a new word
R0(0)≡ a1( 12 (a1)(1 − 1))1a2( (a1)1
+ 12 (a2)(2 − 1))2 : : : a‘(− 12 (a‘)(‘ − 1))‘ (7)
over the alphabet
⋃
i∈ZA0(i)
±1.
Denote by R0(t) the word in
⋃
i∈ZA0(i)
±1 obtained from xtR0(0)x−t by applying
relations (5). Clearly, |R0(t)|= |R0| and @R0(t) = @R0(0) ≤ @R0.
Furthermore, it is fairly easy to see that one can relabel the edges of  by letters of⋃
i∈ZA0(i)
±1 in a quite similar manner so that the new label  (@) for every cell
 in  is R0(t)±1 for some t ∈ Z. Denote the diagram thus obtained from  by  .
Clearly,  is a reduced diagram over the presentation〈⋃
i∈Z
A0(i) ||R0(t); t ∈ Z
〉
: (8)
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It is known (see [6, p. 154] for a proof) that if R0 is cyclically reduced, not a
proper power, and @R0 ¿ 0, then there exists a homomorphism  ∗ :G(0) → Z such
that @R0(0)¡@R0. Denote by M; m the maximum, minimum values, respectively, of
an index t such that there are cells 1; 2 in  ∗ with
 ∗(@1) = R0(M)±1;  ∗(@2) = R0(m)±1:
It follows from the induction assumption that m¡M . Consider the sets S¿min
and Smin of maximal (relative to the number of cells) connected (but not necessarily
simply connected) subdiagrams in  ∗ with cells whose boundaries are labeled by
words R0(t)±1 with t ¿m and R0(m)±1, respectively.
Note that either there is a simply connected (disk) diagram E in Smin or there is a
simply connected diagram ! in S¿min such that @!−1 is a component of the boundary
of a diagram in Smin. In the (rst case, we notice that  ∗(@E) omits b(mb)±1 (recall
b ∈A0 is present in R±10 and missing in (@)±1), where mb =min{t | b(t) occurs in
R0(m)±1}. Hence, by the induction hypothesis (recall @R0(m)¡@R0), E has no cells,
contrary to its de(nition. To study the second case we need the following:
Lemma 1.1. Suppose ! is a reduced disk diagram over
G(0; k1; k2) =
〈⋃
i∈Z
A0(i) ||R0(k1); : : : ; R0(k2); k1 ≤ k2
〉
(9)
such that  ∗(@!) has no occurrences of any a(t)±1; where t ¿Ka; a occurs in R±10 ;
and Ka =max{t | a(t) occurs in R0(k1 − 1)±1}. Then ! has no cells.
Proof. If k2 − k1 = 0 then Lemma 1.1 follows at once from the induction hypothesis.
Assuming that k2−k1 ¿ 0 and ! is a minimal counterexample, we proceed by induction
on k2 − k1.
Consider the sets Smax(!) and S¡max(!) of maximal (relative to the number of
cells) connected subdiagrams in  ∗ with cells whose boundaries are labelled by words
R0(k2)±1 and R0(t)±1 with t ¡ k2, respectively. As above, no diagram of Smax(!) can
be simply connected, as a consequence of the induction hypothesis on @R0. Hence there
is a disk diagram !1 in S¡max(!) such that @!−11 is a component of the boundary of
a diagram in Smax(!). Changing signs of indices of letters labeling edges in !1 (and
letters of relators), we get a new diagram !′1 over the presentation
G(0;−k2+1;−k1)=
〈 ⋃
−i∈Z
A0(−i) ‖R0(−k2+1); : : : ; R0(−k1);−k2+1 ≤ −k1
〉
which, by the induction hypothesis on k2 − k1 has no cells. This contradiction proves
Lemma 1.1.
Now we can see from Lemma 1.1 that the subdiagram ! has no cells either. There-
fore, the inequality m¡M is proven to be impossible and Lemma 1 is proved.
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Lemma 2. Suppose  is a reduced disk diagram over G(n) given by (3) such that
(@) omits all b±10 ; b
±1
1 ; : : : ; b
±1
n ; where b0 ∈ A0; b1 ∈ A1; : : : ; bn ∈ An occur in
R±10 ; R
±1
1 ; : : : ; R
±1
n ; respectively. Then  has no cells.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n and, if n is (xed, by induction on @R0. If n=0
then Lemma 2 holds by Lemma 1. Suppose n ≥ 1 and @R0 = 0. Let
U ≡ a1 : : : ak1−1b!0 ak1+1 : : : ak1+k2 (10)
be a maximal subword of the cyclic word R1 such that U contains the occurrence of
b!0 ; ! = ±1, and a1; : : : ; ak1+k2 ∈ A±10 . By construction of the presentation (3) (see
property (P)), U is also a subword of all words R2; : : : ; Rn. Hence, for each  in 
there is a unique arc u of @±1 such that (u) = U and u= u1eu2, where
(u1) = a1 : : : ak1−1; (e) = b
!
0 ; (u2) = ak1+1 : : : ak1+k2 :
Let us contract such paths u1; u2 (for all ) into points in  and then take all
edges labelled by b±10 out of . It follows from construction of the presentation (3)
that doing this results in a disk or spherical diagram 0 (depending on whether or
not (@) has edges labelled by letters other than those occurring in (10)) which is
reduced, has cells, and is a diagram over the presentation〈
n−1⋃
j=0
A′j || S0; : : : ; Sn−1
〉
; (11)
where
A′0 =A0 ∪A1; A′1 =A2; : : : ;A′n−1 =An;
and S0; : : : ; Sn−1 are cyclically reduced words over A′0; : : : ;A
′
n−1 obtained from
R−10 R1; : : : ; R
−1
0 Rn, respectively (here we assume that all R0; : : : ; Rn start with b
±1
0 ).
Note that the words S1; : : : ; Sn−1 can be obtained from the word S0 by the same
inductive method as the one used to get R1; : : : ; Rn from R0. Therefore, the induction
hypothesis (on n) yields a contradiction provided 0 is a disk diagram. Assuming 0
is spherical, we (rst note that |S0| = 1 implies a quick contradiction to the existence
of 0 and so S±10 has at least two distinct letters, say, a; b ∈ A0. Let e be an edge
in 0 labelled by a. It follows from the induction hypothesis that e− = e+. Therefore,
making a cut in 0 along e turns 0 into a disk diagram 1 with @1 =e′e−1. Clearly,
the induction hypothesis applies to 1 over (11) and yields a (nal contradiction. The
case @R0 = 0 is complete.
Suppose @R0 ¿ 0. Now we are going to repeat most of the proof of Lemma 1 with
necessary modi(cations. Exactly as there, we de(ne indices of letters and relators by
means of a homomorphism  ∗ :G(n) → Z so that  ∗(a) = 0 for all a ∈ A0 and
@R0(0)¡@R0. Doing this turns the presentation (3) into〈⋃
i∈Z
Aj(i); 0 ≤ j ≤ n ||R0(t); : : : ; Rn(t); t ∈ Z
〉
(12)
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and  into  ∗ over (12). As before, denote by m and M the minimum and maximum
values, respectively, of an index t such that there are cells 1; 2 in  ∗ so that
 ∗(@1) = Rj1 (m)
±1;  ∗(@2) = Rj2 (M)
±1
with some 0 ≤ j1; j2 ≤ n. It follows from the induction hypothesis that m¡M .
Consider the sets S¿min and Smin of maximal (relative to the number of cells)
connected subdiagrams in  ∗ with cells whose boundaries are labelled by words
Rj(t)±1 with t ¿m and Rj(m)±1, respectively.
If there is a simply connected (disk) diagram E in Smin, we have a contradic-
tion to the induction assumption for  ∗(@E) omits all b0(m0)±1; : : : ; bn(mn)±1, where
m0; : : : ; mn are the minimum indices among indices of letters b0(t); : : : ; bn(t) which
occur in R0(m)±1; : : : ; Rn(m)±1, respectively.
Hence, we may assume that S¿min has a disk diagram ! sitting in a hole of a
diagram of Smin (that is, @!−1 is a component of the boundary of a diagram of Smin).
Therefore, (@!) omits all letters a0(t0)±1; : : : ; an(tn)±1, where t0 ¿L0; : : : ; tn ¿Ln; a0 ∈
A0; : : : ; an ∈An occur in R±10 ; : : : ; R±1n , respectively, and Lj =max{t | aj(t)±1 occurs in
Rj(m)}; j = 0; : : : ; n.
Quite analogously, we have the following.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose ! is a reduced disk diagram over
G(n; k1; k2) =
〈⋃
i∈Z
Aj(i); 0 ≤ j ≤ n ||Rj(t); 0 ≤ j ≤ n; k1 ≤ t ≤ k2
〉
such that  ∗(@!) has no occurrences of any a0(t0)±1; : : : ; an(tn)±1; where t0 ¿L0; : : : ;
tn ¿Ln; letters a0 ∈ A0; : : : ; an ∈ An occur in R±10 ; : : : ; R±1n ; respectively; and Lj =
max{t | aj(t)±1 occurs in Rj(k1 − 1)}; j = 0; : : : ; n. Then ! has no cells.
Proof. By induction hypothesis on @R0, we have that k2 − k1 ¿ 0. Proceeding by
induction on k2 − k1, let ! be a minimal counterexample.
Consider the sets Smax(!) and S¡max(!) which consist of maximal (relative to the
number of cells) connected subdiagrams in  ∗ with cells whose boundaries are labeled
by words Rj(k2)±1 and Rj(t)±1 with t ¡ k2, respectively. By induction hypothesis on
@R0, there are no disk diagrams in Smax(!). Hence, there must be a disk diagram
in !1 in S¡max(!) such that @!−11 is a component of the boundary of a diagram
in Smax(!). Now we see that  ∗(@!1) omits all letters a0(t0)±1; : : : ; an(tn)±1, where
t0 ¡L′0; : : : ; tn ¡L
′
n, letters a0 ∈ A0; : : : ; an ∈ An occur in R±10 ; : : : ; R±1n , respectively,
and L′j=min{t | aj(t)±1 occurs in Rj(k2)}; j=0; : : : ; n. Hence, changing signs of indices
of letters labeling edges in !1 (and letters of relators) yields a diagram !2 providing
a contradiction to induction hypothesis on k2− k1. This completes the proof of Lemma
2.1.
By Lemma 2.1, the subdiagram ! ∈ S¿min of  ∗ has no cells, contrary to its
de(nition. Lemma 2 is proved.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Part (a) of Theorem 1 is immediate from Lemma 2. To prove
part (b) we (rst note that if @R0 = 0, then we can argue as in the proof of Lemma 2.
Suppose @R0 ¿ 0. As in Lemma 2, we pick a homomorphism  so that after rewriting
we have @R0(0)¡@R0. Let mi; Mi denote the minimum, maximum of indices t such
that ai(t) occurs in Ri(0)±1. Clearly, the mapping ' : a → ax (a); a ∈
⋃n
j=0Aj, extends
to an embedding ' :G(n) → Gx(n), where Gx(n) is the quotient of the free product
G(0) ∗ 〈x〉 by relators Ri rewritten in ax (a). Next, for each b ∈ B we put b(0) = b,
add more letters b(t); t ∈ Z, so that if b=ai then mi ≤ t ≤ Mi, and add more relations
xb(t)x−1 = b(t + 1) whenever possible, and rewrite the relators Rj as before.
This results in a new presentation for Gx(n) with the alphabet A∗ ∪ {x}; A∗ =⋃n
j=0Aj(t), where t ∈ Z and for the letters ai(t) t varies from mi to Mi, and relations
R0(0)=· · ·=Rn(0)=1; xb(t)x−1=b(t+1) when b ∈ {a0; : : : ; an}; t ∈ Z, and xai(s)x−1=
ai(s + 1) when mi ≤ s¡Mi; i = 0; : : : ; n. It follows from Theorem 1(a) that this
presentation for Gx(n) can be regarded as an HNN-extension of the group
G(n; 0) = 〈A∗ ||R0(0); : : : ; Rn(0)〉
with the stable letter x and base (free) subgroups Hm;HM , where Hm is generated
by all letters except for a0(m0); : : : ; an(mn) and HM is generated by all letters except
for a0(M0); : : : ; an(Mn).
Now suppose we are given a word W and want to (nd out if W ∈ 〈B〉⊆G(n). First,
we can (nd a word '(W )xk so that the sum of exponents on x in this word is 0. Then
we can x-reduce the word '(W )xk thus obtaining a word V . It follows from Britton’s
lemma (see [6]) and the fact that the t-indices of all letters b ∈ B are unbounded that
W ∈ 〈B〉⊆G(n) implies V ∈ 〈⋃t∈ZB(t)〉⊆G(n; 0). By the induction hypothesis, we
can check whether V ∈ 〈⋃t∈ZB(t)〉⊆G(n; 0) and, if so, (nd such a word U over⋃
t∈ZB(t)
±1 that equals V in G(n; 0). Finally, we verify if '−1(U )x−k belongs to 〈B〉
in the free group
⋃n
j=0Aj and, if so, (nd such a word T over B
±1 and conclude that
W ∈ 〈B〉⊆G(n). Otherwise, W ∈ 〈B〉⊆G(n). This proves Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. If |R0| = 1 the claim is obvious. Otherwise, we can pick two
distinct letters a; b ∈A0 that occur in R±10 . Let  be a reduced spherical diagram over
G(n) with cells and e be an edge in  labeled by b. It follows from Theorem 1(a) that
e− = e+. Therefore, making a cut in  along e turns  into a disk reduced diagram
1 with @1 = e′e−1. Obviously, (@1) omits a±1 and letters of A±11 ; : : : ;A
±1
n .
By Theorem 1(a), such a diagram 1 cannot have cells. This contradiction proves
Theorem 2.
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